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Human Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 protease (HIV-1PR) is
an enzyme responsible for gag-pol processing, an essential step in
viral maturation and the lifecycle of HIV-1. Inhibition of the activity
of HIV-1PR results in immature virus particles that are noninfec-
tious.1 As such, this protein represents a major target of AIDS
antiviral therapy. Emerging resistance to antiviral inhibitor cocktails,
due to high viral mutation rates, represents a significant challenge
in AIDS treatment.2 Analysis of data from the Stanford Drug
Resistance Database3 shows that while polymorphisms in the
sequence of HIV-1PR naturally occur there are regions in the protein
sequence that appear invariant under normal evolutionary pressures.
These invariant regions coincide with the structural elements of
the dimer interface, the active site floor, the P3-P3′ substrate
binding region, and the �-hairpin loops (AKA, flaps). Strikingly,
upon exposure to protease inhibitor (PI) cocktail treatment, numer-
ous mutations develop, with high occurrences near residues 40-56
and 80-90, which correspond to the hairpin flaps and the P3-P3′
substrate binding cleft, respectively (data shown in Supporting
Information). Amino acid substitutions arise in these regions of
the protein from random mutations that alter the ability of a given
inhibitor to bind as tightly to the active site pocket, allowing for
effective protease function with subsequent viral maturation and
proliferation of the mutation. Many of these mutations also alter
the kinetics of the protease for the multiple polypeptide cleavage
sequences in the gag-pol polypeptide.4-7

It can be readily understood how mutations within the active
site pocket reduce inhibitor effectiveness considering that many of
the current PIs have been specifically designed to bind tightly to
the shape of the active site cavity. However, the mechanism by
which mutations that are NOT within the active site cavity modulate
PI efficiency remains uncertain. It has been hypothesized that
mutations in the elbow and flap regions (residues 36-58) may alter
either the conformation of the flaps defined as the degree of flap
opening or closing or the mobility of the flaps, or both.4-6

We have previously shown that site-directed spin labeling
(SDSL) and pulsed double electron-electron resonance (DEER)
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy can distinguish
between conformations of the flaps in the inhibitor bound “closed”
state and the apo-state of HIV-1PR.8 Molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations of flap motion in the LAI′ (the prime indicates K55C-
MTSL and active site mutation D25N; further details are given in
the Supporting Information) sequence have reproduced the DEER-
based distance distribution profiles and provide a necessary link
that correlates the EPR distances to structural and dynamic features
of the flaps.9 From the most probable distance and the distance
distribution profiles, information about the ensemble flap conforma-
tions in solution is obtained.

Here, we show that mutations that arise in response to PI
treatment alter the flap conformations in the apo-state, defined as
the conformations sampled in the absence of substrate/inhibitor.
Specifically, the V6 and MDR769 drug-resistance constructs were
investigated.6,10 Figure 1 shows the location of mutations in these
constructs relative to the LAI sequence. Because HIV-1PR is a
homodimer, generation of a single cysteine mutant for spin labeling
provides a pair of spin labels for DEER measurements, where the
magnitude of the magnetic dipolar coupling of the unpaired
nitroxide electrons, which scales as 1/r3, is detected from analysis
of the modulation of the spin echo amplitude.11-13 Shown in Figure
2 are the DEER echo curves and corresponding distance distribution
profiles for spin-labeled constructs of LAI′, V6′, and MRD769′.

It is apparent from the distance distribution profiles (Figure 2b)
that the conformation of the flaps in V6′ and MDR769′ vary from
those of LAI′. The most probable distance between spin labels in
V6′ is 34.9 ( 0.7 Å, which is slightly shorter than that determined
for LAI′ (35.5 ( 1 Å). On the other hand, for MDR769′, the most
probable distance is slightly larger than in LAI′ and is found to be
36.4 ( 0.5 Å. A more open structure for MDR769′ than LAI′ agrees
well with the reported crystal structure.10 However, for the three
constructs, a striking difference is observed in the breadth of the
distance distribution profiles, which reflects the range of opening
and conformational flexibility of the flaps. In both V6′ and
MDR769′, analysis of the DEER data shows that the flaps do not
span the full range of distances seen for LAI′. For V6′, the flaps
span distances of 28-42 Å, and for MDR769′, a distance breadth
of 31-42 Å is obtained. Both of these ranges are narrower than
the 23-48 Å seen for LAI′ (from the experimental S:N, errors for
distance distribution profile breadths are estimated to be (2 Å for
V6′/MRD769′ and (4 Å for LAI′.)

To obtain insight into structural conformations that correspond
to the experimentally determined distance profiles, MD simulations
in explicit solvent using the ff99SB force field14 were performed
for V6′ and MRD769′ following the protocol we published for the
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Figure 1. Ribbon diagrams of HIV-1PR in the semiopen conformation
(1HHP) with the nitroxide spin probe, MTSL, appended at site K55C.
Colored spheres represent the CR position of mutations relative to LAI in
V6 (left) and MDR769 (right) in the active site cavity, and the nonactive
site region, and flaps/elbows are shown in red, blue, and green; respectively.
Diagrams were rendered with VMD.
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MTSL-labeled LAI′ sequence.9 Results are shown in Figure 2b,
and overall, the trends are in excellent agreement with the profiles
derived from the DEER data. The MD reconstructed N-N distance
distribution profiles for both V6′ and MDR769′ are narrower than
for LAI′, with both lacking long distances that correspond to a wide-
open conformation of the flaps.9 Furthermore, the MD results
predict the same shift of the most probable distance seen between
nitroxide spin labels: V6′ < LAI′ and MDR769′ > LAI′. In addition,
the simulation data reveal that the distance distributions between
CR pairs for residues 55/55′ have the same trend in most probable
distances as those observed for the nitroxide nitrogen pairs
(Supporting Information), implying that the changes seen in the
EPR data analysis for V6′ and MDR769′ are dominated by changes
in the protein backbone positions, with only minor contributions
from altered conformations of the spin label.

We calculated the average conformations sampled during the
MD simulations (Figure 2c). The flaps in the LAI′ simulation
adopted a degree of closure in excellent agreement with the
semiopen crystal structure of apo HIV-PR (pdb code 2G69). In
contrast, but also consistent with the EPR data analysis, the flaps
of the MDR769′ mutant adopt a more open conformation than those
of LAI′, while the flaps in V6′ are more closed relative to LAI′
(we note that all structures adopt the semiopen flap handedness15).

Analysis of the entire range of flap to active site distances sampled
during the simulations of each sequence confirms the conclusions
obtained from the average structures (Supporting Information).

The DEER results show that mutations linked to function and
inhibitor resistance can alter flap conformations in HIV-1PR. In
addition, the MD simulations of the flap motion provide a structural
interpretation of the EPR data. Upon the basis of the combined
analysis, we see that both the breadth of the flap distance distribution
profile and the average conformation are altered in the mutants,
providing valuable insight into the coupling of drug resistance and
protein backbone conformational flexibility. Perhaps the limited
conformational opening of the flaps in V6′ alters the ability of the
inhibitor, and possibly substrate, to enter into the active site cavity,
whereas in MDR769′, the longer average semiopen distance might
increase the free energy cost for the flaps closing tightly in the
presence of inhibitor or substrate.
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Figure 2. (a) DEER echo curves (vertically offset by 0.05 au) and best
solution from Tikhonov regularization (TKR) methods11,13 for HIV-1PR
samples labeled at site K55C with MTSL. (b) Distance distribution profiles
from TKR of EPR data (upper) and N-N distance profiles from MD (lower).
(c) Average structures sampled during MD simulations of the 3 sequences.
For clarity, only the backbone ribbon and Cys-MTSL side chain are shown.
KEY: LAI′ “wild-type” (black); V6′ (blue); MDR769′ (red).
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